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From 2019 Cefla Shopfitting, a division of Ce-

fla s.c., based in Imola, will configure and 

offer complete shop fittings with shelving 

systems, displays, shopping trolleys and cash 

desks in european offices and agencies with 

the P'X Sales Solution from Perspectix. Since 

the decision in July 2017, the solution has 

been implemented in Italy, France and Spain. 

The roll-out in the EMEA region is scheduled 

for the first quarter of 2019, followed by Rus-

sia. Altogether about 100 licenses will sup-

port the new Cefla Shopfitting sales strategy 

and help end customers gain individual offers 

with 3D visualization in a shorter time.

Cefla Shopfitting has successfully evolved from 

components manufacturer to solution provider: 

Together with customers, the company de-

velops display concepts and retail design for all 

product groups in food and non-food areas at 

retail chains and specialist retailers. Proximity 

marketing, displays and innovative furnishings 

with shelves, cash desks and shopping trolleys 

are integrated into flexible, customer-specific 

solutions. These concepts will be implemented 

in a second step with the P'X Sales Solution. All 

components from libraries are configured with 

3D files and images and placed on original floor 

plans. Individual components are also inserted 

so that the customer can view and check the 

complete 3D scenario including merchandising 

and the capacity in shelf-meters. If the result 

meets the requirements, comprehensive offers 

with 2D/3D layouts, product data sheets and 

parts lists of the entire project are output at the 

push of a button. „With Perspectix software, we 

can meet our customers' requirements more 

precisely while keeping an eye on the technical 

specifications and the budget,” says Matheus 

Tudela de Sá, Operations Manager of Cefla 

Shopfitting. „Our customers quickly receive fit-

ting offers for joint projects, which can later be 

Cefla Shopfitting offers retail design 
with Perspectix Software

flexibly adapted to new circumstances and 

transferred to other branches with little effort.”

The preparation phase was successfully com-

pleted by a team of IT, calculation and product 

marketing experts from Cefla Shopfitting to-

gether with Perspectix project staff. In the me-

antime, coaches are being instructed for future 

user training courses. Offers are already being 

created with the new software in France, Italy 

and Spain - the response from employees and 

customers has been consistently positive. „The 

team is driving the project forward with great 

commitment and within the planned timeframe 

and budget,” says Matheus Tudela de Sá. „Sales 

can't wait to take advantage of the new possi-

bilities of 3D planning and quotation generati-

on.”

The P'X Sales Solution enables users to confi-

gure product systems, where standard solu-

tions fail. Voluminous catalogs with 3D models 

and complex rules ensure the rapid generation 

of technically feasible and commercially viable 

variants – very much in accordance with the 

requirements of clients in many industries like 

shopfitting, electrical appliances and furniture. 

Sales people use this to create custom product 

systems from top-down or bottom-up accor-

ding to client specifications. Simultaneous cos-

ting and attractive 3D visualization in the ins-

tallation space increase commercial success.

Perspectix AG in Zurich implements sophi-
sticated software solutions for technical 
sales and distribution and retail design.  
Since its creation in 1996, the company has 
been continuously evolving into a cutting 
edge solution provider for the distribution 
and development of multi-variant products. 
Users of the P'X Sales Solution benefit from 
the company’s experiences in complemen-
tary electrical engineering, furnishing, sto-
re building, warehouse and logistics  
systems. With the P'X Store Solution users 
get a customized solution for store plan-
ning, product range configuration and 
branch evaluation. Due to the combination 
of sales optimization, graphical project 
planning and Product Lifecycle Manage-
ment in future-oriented technology, today 
Perspectix is a strategic supplier to well-
known manufacturers and chain stores as 
well the partner of leading IT companies. 

About Perspectix

Cefla Shopfitting relies on P'X Sales Solution in 
providing customers with 3D visualizations and offers 
for innovative retail design


